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The Sunshine Sling Bag
  

This quick and easy sling bag will soon be your go-to roomy bag! Great for the beginner to advanced 
sewists, The Sunshine Sling can easily be completed in a few hours.

Before you begin:  
*  ALL SEAM ALLOWANCES will be 1/2” unless specified otherwise.  
*  Please read the directions carefully and note any suggestions. Feel free to e-mail me  
   at cindy@raspberrysunshine.com if you have any questions or concerns. Be gentle with me as this is  
   my first tutorial!
* The approximate finished dimensions of The Sunshine Sling Bag is:  36” x 18” (approx. before tie)
* This pattern does NOT have a printable pattern. You will need pattern paper to draw the circle and 

large rectangle. Please see directions for further information.

Materials List

Fabric:
2 yds *EXTERIOR* home decor OR quilting weight cotton fabric
2 yds *INTERIOR* home decor OR quilting weight cotton fabric

* If you are using a smaller width fabric line, please adjust your yardage accordingly.

Interfacing
2 yards of Pellon Interfacing SF101 *EXTERIOR*
2 yards fusible fleece *INTERIOR*

NOTE:  This is the combination I used above.  I suggest Pellon SF101 or similar weight for exterior.  
SF101 will give your fabric structure, but if you want more body to your sling, a fusible fleece will work 
as well (especially if you use quilting cottons). Iit all depends on how much ‘slouch’ you want !

Others 
Spool thread to match your fabric, Marking Chalk, Pins, Measuring Rulers
*  If you can find it, a curved ruler. It will make strap construction easier
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                         Create & Cut the Pattern
     *You will need a few sheets of printer paper for you pattern. *

1. Bag Bottom: 
   Create a 12” diameter circle that will become your bag bottom:

                              

   Cut:   1 - exterior (for bag bottom)
           1 - interior  (for lining bottom)
           2 - interfacing *Pellon SF101 and 1 of your choice

   Note: If you want a sturdier bottom, use a piece of fusible fleece, felt or canvas as the second 
          (or more) interfacing.

2. Pocket

OPTION! If you want a reversible bag, leave out the pockets. The length and amount of pockets are up 
to you, but this is what I created for my sling: (1 pocket)
 
  Cut:  2 - interior
         1 - interfacing

   

  12” 

 7”

                                  11”



3. Bag Body: 

Cut out a 9 1/2” x 36” rectangle from craft paper. 

Looking at the picture, one side will be on the folded fabric edge (36”).  The other long side you will 
mark 13” up from bottom. This is where you will start your curve to the strap. 

On upper right side (folded edge on top) you will measure 2” over. Mark. Now measure 18” down, draw 
and mark again. This is where the curve will end. How curvy you want the bag is up to you. Look at my 
pictures to see what I did.  

Now Cut:        2 - exterior fabric               2 - interior fabric                  4 - interfacing

NOTE:  Your straps should look like a long rectangle right now. On the next page, I will show you how to 
curve so you are able to tie them later.

4. Fuse Interfacing
Apply interfacing to exterior, interior, pockets and round bottom following manufacturers directions.

Create & Cut the Pattern *Continued*
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          Strap Construction

1. Place exterior pieces right side together 
    and pin.
 
2. Use your marking pen and make a mark
    on the top short edge of strap. (2”-center)

3.  Next, measure 18” down and draw a 
    horizontal line. (see picture) The area you 
    have marked will become the curved part 
    of your strap.

4.  Now is the time to find a curved ruler
    to SLIGHTLY curve your strap like you see in
     the pictures. You may also freehand it. 

5.   Add a few more pins to secure the strap, Cut out your strap. 
     Repeat this with your interior fabric as well.

         
     Sling Construction

1.  Place exterior (right sides of fabric) together on one short side.  
     Pin, then stitch together. Open and press down center. 
     * Repeat for other side.

 NOTE:   * If you like to have the outsides of your sling to have 
               topstitching around all outside seams Go ahead and start at
         this step.

2.   Take exterior bag bottom circle and pin it to your main exterior body. 
      I often fold the circles in half and press edges so I can line up the 
      center circle and the seams on the outside bag.  Pin and stitch slowly. 

2” center

18” 



3.  Once you have attached bag bottom to the bag shell, you are
    going to do a second stitch around the bottom again. You
    will do 1/8” from the first stitching.

4.  Clip curves around your bag bottom in a few places so
     it is easier to iron the seams. Be careful not to 
     clip too close to the stitching!

5.  Press fabric towards bag bottom.

6. OPTIONAL: (See picture) If you want to press your seams
   toward bag bottom and topstitch the bag bottom feel free. 
   It will add a bit more structure and polish. It will also give the 
   bag a bit more sturdiness. ( Use the edge of your foot as
   a guide.)

        POCKETS

1.  Pin pocket pieces right sides together. Stitch, leaving a
    4” opening to turn.

2.  Turn out, making sure you get corner points out as well.  
     Close opening by hand or machine stitching. Press.

3.  Pin pocket(s) to bag lining no lower than 3” from bag
     bottom..

    Lining Assembly

1.   Once your pockets are installed, repeat steps 1-6 for
     your interior bag lining.

2.  Trim all threads and press seams to secure.

      



    Assembly

1.  Place bag lining inside the exterior bag. RIGHT SIDES
    together. Match seams and points.  Pin in place.

2.  Stitch around the outside bag leaving an 5” opening 
    somewhere along the way to have room to pull it right side
    out.

3.  When you hit the strap points you will want to stop your 
    machine and pivot to go down the opposite side. Do not
    sew it on a curve.

           

        NOTE:  For this bag, this is how I like to close 
                         it. You may want to leave a 5” 
         opening along one of the inside lining 
         SIDES if you prefer another way. I would 
         not suggest using the bottom to do this 
         because of the curves.

4.   Take your unstitched opening and press it open like a normal 
     seam. This will help when you close it later.

5.  The last step before turning is to trim the fabric near the strap
     points to reduce bulk. I trim mine down to 1/4 inch near the point and then
     add a bit of fray check. Be careful not to clip the seams!

6.  Turn your bag right side out. Use your favorite tool to push the
     points out on the ends of your strap.

7.  Give your bag a good pressing, especially around the edges and 
     hand stitch or machine stitch your turning area closed.

8.   Pin your bag in several places. Topstitch your bag (I usually do
     either a 1/8” or 1/4”)  to finish it off. Clip threads then double 
     knot your straps to desired length.



Here are some more shots of the Sunshine Sling so you can get some better
views.

When you have completed your bag, I’d love for you to share it with me!  Head over to my Flickr page at:
http://www.flickr.com/groups/raspberrysunshine/ and post your completed bag. Enjoy!!

 

 My double pocket interior

 This will be the look you 
 have if you topstitch the 
 sling bottom.

  Don’t want it totally open?
  Add some twill tape or 
  ribbon and stitch it in 
  you’re closing the bag!
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